
Silhouettes and negative 
space words!



Brainstorming
In your portfolio tell me the lyric/ saying/ poem you want to use (3 to 20 words) and 
the animal that corresponds with your words

Ex.  Duck Duck GOOSE

Image: goose



Go to the internet and find a side profile of the 
animal

Right click> copy 
image



Open illustrator
Print> letter> create



Set up your workspace
Windows > workspace> essential classic



Edit> paste
Press ctrl on 
your 
keyboard and 
resize your 
image



On the right side find the layer icon and 
press it to open the layers window

Lock the layer by clicking in between the 
space between the picture and the toggle 
icon

Then create a new layer by clicking on the 
icon at the bottom of the window next to the 
trash



Choose the pen tool from the 
tool bar on the left

Set up your pen tool by taking 
off the fill and selecting a color 
for the stroke 



Click on the edge 
of the animal to 
start your path

Just like the poly 
lasso tool it has a 
sting “like” path 
that follows your 
mouse.  Continue 
to click around the 
contour of the 
animal



To get a curve to your 
path click and HOLD and 
drag. You will make 
handles with will curve 
your line!



Just like the poly lasso tool to make 
a shape (silhouette ) in illustrator you 
must finish your line where you 
began 



Click on the selection tool 

Then click on your line to select it



While the line is 
selected change the 
fill to black and the 
stroke to none



Toggle off the picture layer

Lock the silhouette layer

And add a new layer



Choose the text 
tool

Then click and 
drag a box on your 
screen away from 
your silhouette. 

Then start typing







Select the type with the selection tool then
type>create 
outlines



Using the 
direct selection 
tool select one 
word by 
clicking and 
dragging 
around the 
word



Once 
selected 
click and 
drag 
inside the 
one letter 
and drag it 
too your 
desired 
location

Inside the 
silhouette



Now to select another 
word and place it 
inside the silhouette



Arrange the words inside to fill it up


